Winning federal contracts can be lucrative and provide growth opportunities. But being awarded a contract also means complying with laws and regulations unique to government contractors. Many property managers and administrators are unprepared for the many rules, from asset identification to IUID reporting, that may or may not apply to their contracts. This can lead to costly errors.

A2B Tracking provides essential support for the Property Manager by making sense of these contract obligations and simplifying these challenges by developing a Property Management System called UC! Web™ that was specifically designed for US military requirements and to comply with FAR 52.245-1 (Government Property), DFARS 252.211-7003 (Item Identification and Valuation) and DFARS 252.211-7007 (Reporting of Government Furnished Property). It’s different from other systems because it was designed from the ground up with military standards for asset identification (IUID and RFID) as well as integrated iRAPT and IUID Registry reporting as core capabilities yet flexible enough to handle all company property.

UC! Web™ manages all asset details and events from acquisition through disposal.

UC! Web™ is military-grade software that lives in the cloud and lets you take control of your assets and inventory by tracking and reporting serialized and non-serialized items. Create linear or 2D Data Matrix barcodes (IUID) and RFID labels, and track any mission critical asset or corporate asset for accurate data from the very start.
Perform inventories accurately and quickly with UC! Mobile™ by scanning an item to capture data and reconcile it. An integrated mobile platform empowers you to scan and capture asset events at any time, on any mobile device, wherever you are.

UC! Web™ was designed for enterprise asset management, tracking and military reporting from acquisition and receipt through final disposition. Capture and record all historical events and transaction history. Manage contract and subcontract data and asset assignments. Print, mark, track, ship and update the status of any asset using IUID or RFID throughout its lifecycle and perform physical inventories throughout the year. Manage and report items to be maintained internally as well as property transfers while automatically reporting to iRAPT and the IUID Registry. Generate DD250s, DD1149s and other custody transfer documentation automatically.

UC! Web facilitates compliance for branches of the military as well as DoD contractors and suppliers who support them. Plus, you’ll be using best practices set by the U.S. military for asset tracking and reporting of shipments.

One Solution to Meet all Requirements:

- FAR 52.245-1 Government Property
- DFARS 252.211-7003 Item Identification and Valuation
- DFARS 252.211-7007 Reporting of Government Furnished Property
- DFARS 252.211-7006 Passive Radio Frequency Identification
- DFARS 252.245-7001 Tagging, Label, and Marking of Government-Furnished Property
- DFARS 252.245-7002 Reporting Loss of Government Property
- DFARS 252.245-7003 Contractor Property Management System Administration
- DFARS 252.245-7004 Reporting, Reutilization, and Disposal
UC! Web™ reconciles inventories by exception with:

1. a simple barcode or RFID scan or
2. drag and drop capability.

UC! Web™ proactively manages all iRAPT and IUID Registry submissions while alerting users if any submission problems were identified prior to registration.

What Sets UC! Web™ Apart

> One system, fully integrated. No confusing modules or costly separate purchases.
> Advanced barcode and RFID data capture from one system, covering all modern asset tracking methods.
> Integrated with mobile computing devices such as industrial scanners, tablets and smart phones.
> Automated reporting and integration to iRAPT and IUID Registry for property and end items.
> Reports all military asset types and shipments, property transfers and asset lifecycle events.
> Secure and cloud-based with certified ITAR or self-hosted software deployment options.
> More intuitive with faster deployment and integration than the competition.
> Captures and stores verification and validation results as part of the integrated audit trail.
> Creates IUID and RFID labels and plates in-house or through A2B Tracking manufacturing facilities which ship to your door.

UC! Web lives in the cloud, so you can manage items across multiple locations anytime, from anywhere, and automatically receive software updates with the latest features.

About A2B Tracking

A2B Tracking has pioneered military-grade enterprise-class solutions for identifying, marking and tracking critical assets for DoD agencies and the contractors who support them. We’ll help your enterprise take control of your assets by providing you cloud-based asset tracking and data management solutions that incorporate advanced barcode and RFID technologies. We enable total compliance to military asset and shipment identification standards and we automate your reporting to government systems.
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE ACCESS
Capture, manage and track your assets in the cloud from your desktop, laptop or mobile device. UC! Web is web accessible to provide automated asset tracking capability – around the globe.

MOBILE READY
Scan and edit detailed data, and perform accurate inventory, from any mobile device that connects with UC! Web from the cloud. Get visibility from remote areas and be confident you’ll always know where your assets are.

ASSET TRACKING
Track and trace the location, movement, custody and condition of items for accurate accountability. Track shipments, case and pallet. All by leveraging advanced barcode and RFID technology.

PROVEN MANAGEMENT
Manage asset pedigree and lifecycle events from a single application. Control unique asset identification, create embedded relationships, monitor condition, manage jobs and contracts, and reconcile inventory.

COMPLIANCE
Meet DoD’s MIL STD 130 and 129 standards. Capture, manage and trace serialized items using IUID. Meet DoD invoice and shipment requirements with automated reporting to iRapt, military shipping labels with RFID, and electronic submission to the IUID Registry.

ASSET IDENTIFICATION
Import or scan items with RFID or 2D Data Matrix barcodes into UC! Web for tracking asset events such as moves or custody changes. Print, validate and verify labels for readability and accuracy, and check against assets already in the IUID Registry.

TOOL CRIB CONTROL
Keep control of tools and supplies with the Tool Crib module. Control part and tool inventories for field and depot level maintenance with automated check-in/check-out capabilities. Track item calibration and condition, and availability for work orders.

REPORTING
UC! Web gives you better asset and compliance data so you can make better strategic decisions. Application-ready reports with search and filter features draw from precise data to pinpoint asset locations and provide valuable insight into asset utilization.

INVENTORY
Perform accurate inventory processes quicker using mobile scanners or tablets with integration to UC! Web. Monitor item counts, reconcile inventory, identify missing items or overstocks and plan and reassign accordingly.

INTEGRATION
Improve workflow and avoid redundant data entry by leveraging data managed in UC! Web. UC! Web’s API integrates with other legacy software in your organization for greater asset visibility and solution scalability across your enterprise.

CALL THE EXPERTS
Learn more about how UC! Web™ will give you greater control over all your assets, parts and tools, improve decision making, and enhance the overall performance of your enterprise.

Call A2B Tracking at 1-800-733-7592. Or email sales@a2btracking.com.